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than they have tended to transfer purchasing power from the
rich to the poor.
Less than a quarter of pre-war total receipts for the social
services came from local rates and de-rating grants. The whole
intention of local rating when it was sanctioned by sixteenth-
century statutes was that all should contribute to the cost of
poor-relief and houses of correction according to their ability
to pay. Ability was intended to include all forms of property;
but a.mere local authority found it difficult to assess the
fluctuating stock of the merchant or the value of property
belonging to rich parishioners but located in other parishes.
So the poor-rate was gradually concentrated on immovable
realty, in spite of the contention of the judges that this prac-
tice was illegal as well as unjust. Parliament legalized this
practice in 1840, and all other rates have subsequently been
assimilated to the poor-rate. Thus a levy that was intended to
be proportionate  to ability  developed  into  an  occupancy
tax on houses and shops, with a variation between what is
paid by rich and poor that is narrow indeed in most localities
when compared with the difference in their ability to pay.
There has thus been a constant tendency to relieve localities
in which there is no great range in house values of some of
their burdens. This was done when the union as a whole was
charged with the expenses of the poor of all its parishes in
1865: again when Gathorne-Hardy set up the Metropolitan
Common Poor Fund in 1867 to relieve the London unions of
the cost of indoor pauperism: and most recently in 1929 when
the county superseded the union for all public-assistance pur-
poses. On a yet larger scale it has produced a tendency to
favour national rather than local services, especially during the
present century, from the passage of the old-age pensions act
to the establishment of the unemployment assistance board.
And fear that the rates might fall most heavily on agricultural
or industrial occupancy in the very areas where unemployment
was most grave, has already led to their de-rating and there-
fore to the partial substitution of grants out of the national
taxes in the place of local rates: only time will prove whether

